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ABSTRACT 

Rape, one of the most heinous crimes ever dedicated has now no longer remained against the law 

however has grown to be a violent secret. This article offers with why rape instances are saved as 

secret, one of the most obvious reasons might be society. Society has an addiction of not blaming 

the wrongdoer in such instances however questioning the sufferer. For them the fault of the sufferer 

is lots extra than the wrongdoer. First the article offers what rape is all about. It is an illegal sexual 

sex taking place without the consent of the sufferer. In previous era’s it became believed to be 

dedicated by guys due to sexual preference arising in them and the fault became of the ladies for 

both carrying short clothes, moving in an isolated area or instigating a man. But now the ideals 

have changed, guys are additionally being raped and also the fault lies now no longer on ladies 

however guys. Then the article talks of why rape is a violent mystery/secret. There are many 

motives why such incidents aren't disclosed by the sufferer to others. The worry of being targeted, 

chain the sufferer to confinement. Further, preserving those crimes as a secret leads to diverse 

effects which might be harsh and dreadful. It offers a feel of safety to the rapist, that although they 

devote crime like rape they won’t be punished. Awareness may be very important alongside 

change in mind-set of the people. It’s excessive time while we forestall seeing rape sufferers as 

polluted and support them within side the combat in opposition to rape. Not only governments 

however it's also our responsibility as people first, to shield others from the sort of crime. If we 

witness such an act we ought to without giving a second idea, call out for assist and shield the 

sufferer.    

 

Keywords - Rape, violent secret. heinous crime, sufferer 
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INTRODUCTION 

Rape is one of the maximum severe troubles to be addressed. These days rape has taken the form 

of termite, consuming away the humanity, the people, and legal guidelines of the society and has 

made the society a hollow land, a land now no longer suit to stay upon. Rape has caused women 

and ladies to get contracted up in houses in worry of being the one. This day-via way of means of-

day growing crime has additionally led worry construct a home in the minds of mother and father 

giving birth to a baby girl, for if in the future their baby turns into the one affected by this crime. 

But what rape is all approximately? Merriam-Webster defines Rape as “an act or instance of 

robbing or despoiling or carrying away a person by force”.1 Rape is an unlawful sexual activity, 

wherein sexual sex takes area without the consent of the sufferer, both via pressure or at the danger 

of pressure. Rape is at instances is used with the time period as sexual assault. The act is introduced 

into execution both via way of means of bodily pressure or with deliberate method or with someone 

who's unconscious, mentally disable, or is under the age of consent, considering that those people’s 

felony declare won’t be that valid.2 These days rape has turned out to be a threatening crime 

growing day by day. Worldwide, its miles located that rape is dedicated via way of means of men 

in opposition to girls however, the reality can't be overlooked that men are raped via way of means 

of girls too, even though the instances are much less however still. It is frequently visible that rape 

is constantly entitled to be dedicated via way of means of a stranger however it’s now no longer 

so in maximum of instances the only committing the crime comes out to be one of the relative or 

recognized man or woman of the sufferer. 

Rape isn't always the best liable to teenage women however it has prolonged its arms to women, 

vintage ladies, even kids and infants. Such is the extent of deterioration humanity and men of the 

society have fallen too. Instances of infant, vintage, married, widowed ladies being raped got here 

journeying to ears, it becomes believed that rape arise best in isolated area, outdoor the bounds of 

house, however this all has turn out to be sincerely a lie now, this crime has prolonged to houses, 

markets, offices, faculty or even extra. It became once more believed that rapes take area best at 

night, however it additionally grew to become out to be a lie, rape has commenced taking area in 

                                                           
1 “Rape.”Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/rape. 

Accessed 13 Mar. 2021.  
2 “Rape”. En.m.wikipedia.org, Wikipedia, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/rape. Accessed 14 March 2021. 
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days too. Now once more it becomes believed that rape take area with women or ladies sporting 

fancy, quick clothes however this has once more grew to become a lie, rape has prolonged to 

women or ladies sporting saris, suits, or garments overlaying complete frame. Then what's the 

problem if now no longer area, time, age, or garments, the problem lies within side the mentality 

of the culprit, first it becomes believed to be the sexual choice of the guys to rapes however it isn't 

always the sexual choice however extra of a mentality of showcasing strength over the sufferer 

which cause them to dedicate the sort of heinous crime.3 Yes, mentality, if now no longer that 

what, it’s their mentality which cause them to do such grimy crime without wondering as soon as 

approximately how depressing the sufferer’s existence could turn out to be, go away at the back 

of existence, without wondering ones of the ways dreadful the act is. So, rape isn't always 

constrained to limitations of age, gender, status, or garments.  

 

There were loads of version within side the felony definition of rape, the sooner definition being 

constrained to gender and age, however now definitions to rape is loose from any sort of barrier, 

the rapist or the sufferer may be of any gender and age. In 2012, the U.S. Department of Justice 

formulated a brand-new definition of rape; “the penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or 

anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without 

the consent of the victim.”4  

Have we ever questioned wherein the roots of this unlawful, heinous crime lie? Rape can also 

additionally have happened to illustrate the strength men holds on this patriarchy society or out of 

revenge from the sufferer. There are many viable reasons for this grimy crime to penetrate within 

side the world. Initially, it can be the sexual choice which drives the guys to dedicate such against 

the law however the concept, ladies are the assets of guys enlisted within side the minds of the 

person offers the start out kick, this mentality of proudly owning a lady alongside the concept 

ladies are meek and vulnerable have achieved damage to the society, specifically the girls and 

women. The patriarchal society has been one of the maximum outstanding reasons of this issue. 

Rape has turned out to be an ever-growing crime with woman’s protection on stake and this due 

to the fact the guidelines and laws aren’t strict. Even the rapist attempts to create hinges even as 

                                                           
3 Barstow, Anne L.. “Rape”. Encyclopedia Britannica, 19 Nov. 2020, https://www.britannica.com/topic/rape-crime. 

Accessed 14 March 2020. 
4 Ibdi3  
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within side the trial and show themselves innocent, which turns into very smooth considering that 

no different witness occurs to be there. The rapist without problems escapes. Rape is one such case 

that are frequently attempted to suppress. The sufferer is frequently requested to preserve her 

mouth shut, in order that the own circle of relatives recognition doesn’t lie in stake. There are many 

motives why the sufferers preserve such a devastating incident to her, shrinking herself in a 

nutshell. These acts are stored hidden that's what provide the rapist the electricity to dedicate such 

crime again and again. Hence, it has to turn out to be vital that this crime, rape is being addressed 

and modifications are introduced in order that no different woman falls below the class of sufferer. 

 

‘RAPE’ A VIOLENT SECRET, WHY? 

More than being a grimy crime rape is a violent secret. A guy is regularly visible as a protector, in 

whose refuge the arena feels to be more secure than ever and whilst those guys display their 

dreadful reality, the trust bestowed on them is shaken, the eyes which as soon as noticed them as 

a protector now see them as a demon. The concept of being a protector turns upside down.   

 

The society wherein we stay in has additionally taught girls and boys differently; girls are taught 

to simply accept and forgive, to go through and stay silent, to take the blame of each and 

everything, to look guys as a person excellent and the guys are taught to look themselves as the 

provider, the only who earns, the only who's excellent. This patriarchal society has taught guys to 

look girls as their personal belongings on which they are able to work out anything; they are able 

to vent out their anger on them, torture them, harass them, suffocate their lives and the girls are 

taught to simply accept this as their fate. And right here lays one of the huge motives, why rape 

instances are stated to be ‘violent secret’. If a lady is being raped, it is the fault of them; they're 

one that could have invited the guys, they're the only who could have aroused the intuition in them 

to head this kind of level. The lady herself believes that it's miles due to her that she has long gone 

via such an extremity and the society the after position all blame on her. Every viable cause is 

recommended to charge of the sufferer in preference to punishing the rapist. Here, mother and 

father pop out to be the best power of the sufferer; however after they blame the scenario and 

happenings, the sufferer loses her little faith as well. The sufferer additionally questions herself for 

the happening: What becomes my fault? Was it my fault? Why me? The worry of being blamed 
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through every and each one, the ones gazes which fall upon the sufferer, the worry of being 

shammed through all, publically disrobed through phrases stops the sufferer from crying out for 

assist and forces her to stay silent and someplace the lessons to simply accept, neglect about and 

forgive; to take blame of everything performs the role.5  

The above-mentioned truth may also be related to the reputation of the sufferer and own circle of 

relatives. When a person is raped, their reputation is taken away, however whilst that is disclosed 

then entire households, reputation and dignity both are taken away; that is what is assumed and 

why many households suppress the problem then and there. The society will disrobe the entire 

own circle of relatives with their taunting phrases and could make their residing impossible. So, in 

preference to speak me of it maximum sufferers selected to silent themselves.   

There are different motives additionally why sufferer doesn’t technique to police or court. One is 

the truth that they could now no longer be believed. Many instances it manifests that rape sufferers 

they're now no longer believed. They are questioned time and again of the incident, requested to 

copy it nonetheless they're now no longer believed. A girl from Australia observed this; she was 

raped at the age of 15 years, and she disclosed this after eleven years of silence. She did now no 

longer do not forget going to her medical institution or police and did now no longer reveal the 

incident to her own circle of relatives or pals regardless of the truth that her rape become a smooth 

one to suspect. The cause why she selected to stay silent was she knew the officers could query 

her tale as though she is the offender. She could now no longer be believed and the rapist will stay 

harmless.6 The questions like what happened, wherein, how, what you had been wearing, did you 

know the rapist etc. make the sufferer experience as if the  witness of the event. The incapacity to 

triumph over the torture after which dealing with the questions which make the sufferer experience 

disgust and feature self-doubt refrain the sufferer from submitting any case. The rape isn't always 

disrobed as soon as however time and again, every time whilst she is questioned, she is blamed 

and whilst she isn't always believed. These elements pave the route to it the act to be a secret. Even 

if any sufferer gathers the braveness to talk of it, she does now no longer get justice easily. 

                                                           
5 ‘Rape is not a dirty secret, it is a violent secret’. Heraldgoa.in, Heraldo, 17 Jul, 2015, 

https://www.heraldgoa.in/edit/opinions/-rape-is-not-a-dirty-secret-it-is-a-violent-crime/91143. Accessed 16 March 

2021.  
6 ‘I was raped as a teenager. Here is why I didn’t consider going to the police. ’ theguardian.com, The Guardian, 10 

Mar, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/mar/11/i-was-raped-as-a-teenager-here-is-why-i-

didnt-consider-going-to-the-police . Accessed 16 March 2021  
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Yes! We stay in a rustic wherein the rape sufferer continues on proving himself harmless, create 

hinges in trials and the sufferer has to combat right here additionally for justice together with all 

different battles. The sufferer has to attend years to get justice. Nirbhaya gang rape case in itself is 

the evidence of the above said point. Nirbhaya was gang raped via four guys or even earlier than 

she should see them being punished she succumbed to death. Later, the rapists had been punished 

after seven years. This becomes the maximum awaited justice ever.7 The discussion board of 

justice isn't always so strict. The loss of any third party witness and evidence ends in put off in 

justice and consequently often the rapist is likewise proved to be harmless and the sufferer has to 

go through. Therefore, many sufferers selected to allow it to cross and go through all through 

themselves. 

  

There are many extra motives why the sufferer selected to maintain the incident to her and lots of 

rape instances is going unregistered. The rape instances unregistered can be lots extra than the rape 

instances registered. Most of the time the rapist comes out to be a relative or regarded man or 

known to sufferer and the own circle of relatives, this makes the scenario extra tough because the 

own circle of relatives chooses to settle the problem at domestic itself in preference to going to 

court. Since, then it turns into an own circle of relatives relies on the elders and reputation of the 

own circle of relatives is available in between. It even manifests that mother and father and 

different own circle of relatives participants have a tendency to stay to pretty if the rapist is a 

reputable member to allow the offender to keep together along with his doing. This will increase 

the torment of the sufferer and that they need to cross time and again via it. They are restrained in 

the obstacles of popularity, own circle of relatives. The teens are threatened through the rapist that 

in the event that they talk out a single phrase they could be killed. This all emerges as every other 

cause for the durable silence of the sufferers.   

 

 

 

                                                           
7 ‘7 Years, 3 Months Later, Nirbhaya Gets Justice; Take a Look at Timeline of Events’. India.com, Fri, March 20, 

2020, https://ww.india.com/news/india/7-years-3-months-later-nirbhaya-gets-justice-take-a-look-at-timeline-of-

events-3975523/ . Accessed 16 March 2021. 
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CONSEQUENCES AND PREVENTION 

Rapes have a disastrous result for the survivors. The heinous crime becomes a dreadful, un-

forgetful nightmare which haunts the survivor both for a quick or lengthy time period. The lifestyle 

of the survivor is absolutely devastated and that they lose all hopes of living. The painful 

experience suffered via them cannot be even thought of. The sexual attack has mental, emotional 

and bodily results for the survivors. Apart from the bodily wounds; bleeding, bruises, inner 

wounds, incapability to stroll properly, each outside and inner ache etc. the survivors even gather 

sickness like HIV/AIDS or different sexually transmitted sickness and lady survivors may turn out 

to be pregnant. 

The survivors face mental and emotional results additionally. The mental and emotional effect 

confronted through the survivors may be for a quick time period or may also have a protracted 

lasting effect. The survivor is go through post-stressful pressure disorder, depression, anxiety, fear, 

panic attacks, hypersexuality, and the survivors additionally blame themselves for the happening; 

they discover faults in themselves for which they have been punished so harshly. The survivor 

feels ashamed to pop out in public or maybe before the closed member. Isolation, anger, aggression 

are crammed in the survivor. The survivor fails to consider the society and maintains the entirety 

to them. They return out from the traditional society and confines themselves. They doubt each 

and the entirety they hear and cannot agree with anyone or whatever at a sudden. The survivor 

even has a tendency to have suicidal thoughts. The concept of being raped cause them to 

uncomfortable and that they hate themselves, having the dreadful nightmare time and again and 

not able to talk approximately it to anyone cause them to the direction of suicide. Suicide appears 

to them as a clean approach of escaping. The society additionally sees rape sufferer and survivors 

as a person polluted. Instead of displaying an assisting hand they place the sufferer in captivity. 

These are effects of being raped nevertheless there are extra to be included, listing is going on. But 

while such crimes are saved hidden, it additionally results in diverse different effects.8  

When the rape instances are suppressed and saved as a mystery, it permits the rapist to devote such 

an act once more. Since, they were given the concept that anything intense may also happen, the 

case could now no longer registered. If the rapist seems to be recognized man or woman and 

                                                           
8 ‘Effects and aftermath of rape’. en.m.wikipedia.org, Wikipedia, 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/effects_and_aftermath_of_rape . Accessed 17 March 2021. 
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criticism isn't always filed towards them, they once more rape the sufferer. This silence has caused 

many rape instances undiscovered and rapist transferring freely out of doors of the bars, which 

may also increase the threat of such incidences to arise once more.  

 

The sufferer or the survivor, who does now no longer reveal the happenings to others, goes through 

the ache and mental effects on their own. This leads them to go through extra and purpose them 

extra damage. This is the motive why safeguarding or imparting help to the survivors’ aftermath 

rape has turn out to be tough for the reason that survivors themselves don’t name out for it. 

Awareness performs a key role. People ought to be made conscious that the only with whom the 

incident has passed off isn't always a sinister. They are like us and do now no longer should be ill-

treated. The orthodox human beings ought to unfold hands now no longer for blaming however 

assisting the sufferers.  

It is continually stated that, ‘prevention is better than cure’. Similarly, right here additionally 

prevention can assist plenty to lower the possibilities of rape. And the prevention ought to begin 

with the fundamental level, from the precise character. Each and each character ought to examine 

self-defense, if in case attacked through the opponent; you may be capable to assist yourself. The 

youngsters ought to be trained from the start best of respecting the others, their selections and 

equality; for the reason that ideology of girls being susceptible has ruined many lives.  The 

individual ought to convey with themselves small self-protecting weapons like pepper powder, 

knife, sprays. People operating in night-time obligations ought to have the right transportation 

facility to be had for traveling. Choosing to stay away from the stranger additionally enables out. 

If being followed, character ought to visit any residential region or region having a crowd of human 

beings.9  

Children’s protection ought to additionally be acknowledged, faculties ought to hold honest human 

beings on the job. School routes and environment in faculty ought to be checked through the 

mother and father as soon as earlier than they ship their toddler to a specific authority. Parents 

ought to communicate to their youngsters ask them is that they experience anything which offers 

them uneasy feeling. The distinction among good and horrific contact ought to be trained, but 

earlier than all this, what's most essential is breaking the silence and disclosing the mystery. The 

                                                           
9 ‘Preventative Measures Against Rape’. Villageofshorewood.org. Shorewood, 

https://www.villageofshorewood.org/281/Preventative-Measures-Against-Rape. Accessed 17 March 2021. 
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day when the sufferers will prevent hiding the violent secret, rapes will reduce. When the sufferer 

will throw away the garb of self-blame, what society will suppose, disgust and arise to combat 

towards this, many rapists might be punished.  

 

The judiciary gadget additionally desires to be very strict on this matter; anyone observed of 

committing such a crime ought to now no longer accept every other date instead ought to accept a 

harsh punishment then and there in order that some other man or woman could suppose a hundred 

instances earlier than committing the crime. The one that attempts to create hinges or postpone the 

process of justice ought to additionally be punished. The punishment of hanged to dying ought to 

get replaced with a few different punishments in which the rapist feels the ache of the sufferer. 

Justice ought to now no longer be extended and on the spot interest ought to be paid.  The sufferer’s 

dignity within side the court docket or for the duration of research ought to be saved. The sufferer 

ought to now no longer be puzzled in such way that they experience as one under trial. Police 

officials ought to be allotted at remote places; each avenue ought to have a CCTV camera. Frequent 

tests in remote factories, places, and different regions ought to be designed to hold a watch on any 

suspicious activities, Thus if right legal guidelines and preparations are made crimes like rapes 

may be placed to a stop best if the survivors talk of it, in search of their justice, best in the event 

that they get up for his or her dignity and respect.   

 

CONCLUSION 

Rape as mentioned is a compelled unlawful sexual sex without the consent of the alternative one. 

Rape is one of the maximum devoted crime and it now no longer handiest occurs with women 

however male as well. The rape sufferers are frequently visible as a person polluted. The sufferer 

of crime is visible as criminal. Rape is performed both with the aid of the usage of bodily force, to 

take out revenge, or for another motive. It is greater of a violent mystery than a grimy crime. The 

crime is frequently suppressed simply due to the dishonor delivered to the own circle of relatives 

with the aid of using the society. The patriarchal society sees girls as their assets which offer the 

guys to get right of entry to control the girls and misbehave with them. This notion is frequently 

the motive at the back of sexual attack executed with girls. The feeling of guilt accompanies the 

sufferer and now no longer the doer of the crime. The sufferer and their own circle of relatives 
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ought to face many challenges. Apart from post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, pain, 

suicidal thoughts, psychological, emotional and sociological effect the sufferer ought to face the 

torment achieved with the aid of using the society. The survivor turns into not much less than a 

dwelling dead. The want isn't always held the survivor responsible however aid them. We need to 

change our mentality and form a surrounding in order that survivors aren't forced to cover the 

darkest and heinous secret inside them. 
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